Health Canada Approves Ipsen’s CABOMETYXTM (cabozantinib) for
the First-Line Treatment of Adults with Advanced Renal Cell
Carcinoma
CABOMETYXTM demonstrated a statistically significant, 52 per cent reduction in the risk of
progression or death compared with sunitinibi, giving Canadian patients with intermediate or
poor risk a new oral first-line treatment option in their fight against advanced kidney cancer

Mississauga, ON – October 15, 2019 – Ipsen Biopharmaceuticals Canada Inc. today
announced the Health Canada approval of CABOMETYXTM (cabozantinib) 20, 40, 60 mg for the
first-line treatment of adults with intermediate or poor risk advanced renal cell carcinoma
(aRCC), the most common type of kidney cancer.ii
“The Health Canada approval helps strengthen our treatment arsenal for patients with advanced
renal cell carcinoma,” says Dr. Anil Kapoor, Professor of Oncology and Surgery at the
Juravinski Cancer Centre at McMaster University and Chair of the National Kidney Cancer
Research Network of Canada. “It adds a new option for first line treatment that demonstrated
superior clinical efficacy when compared to sunitinib, a current standard of care.”
On average, 7,200 Canadians are diagnosed with kidney cancer each year,iii and the incidence
is growing.iv Unfortunately, many kidney cancers are diagnosed at a later stage, or progress to
later stages. It is estimated that 1,900 Canadians will die from kidney cancer in 2019,
highlighting the need for new treatment options for patients and caregivers.v
“A critical goal for many patients is to prolong survival while maintaining quality of life,” says
Stephen Andrew, Executive Director of Kidney Cancer Canada. “Today’s announcement is
important because it gives patients more options in the fight against the disease.”
This approval was based on the CABOSUN trial which demonstrated that CABOMETYXTM
significantly prolonged progression-free survival (PFS) compared to sunitinib in treatment naïve
aRCC patients with intermediate or poor-risk disease.vi CABOMETYXTM is the first and only
monotherapy to demonstrate superior clinical efficacy over sunitinib in treatment-naïve aRCC
patients with intermediate or poor-risk.

“We come to work every day with the goal of providing hope for patients with difficult-to-treat
diseases, and we are thrilled that this expanded indication for CABOMETYXTM widens the
scope of patients we can help,” says Ed Dybka, General Manager, Ipsen Canada. “Today’s
announcement further demonstrates the efficacy and safety of CABOMETYXTM and
reinforces our commitment to expanding its potential across different indications.”
About the CABOSUN Trial

CABOSUN was a randomized, open-label, active-controlled phase II study that enrolled 157
patients with aRCC who were intermediate or poor-risk according to International Metastatic
RCC Database Consortium (IMDC) criteria as determined by investigator assessment. Patients
with previously untreated, locally advanced or metastatic RCC with a clear cell component were
randomized (1:1) to receive CABOMETYXTM 60 mg once daily (N=79) or sunitinib 50 mg once
daily, four weeks on, followed by two weeks off (N=78); The primary efficacy endpoint was PFS
retrospectively assessed by a blinded Independent Radiology Committee (IRC). Secondary
endpoints included overall survival (OS) and objective response rate (ORR).vii
In the trial, CABOMETYXTM demonstrated a clinically meaningful and statistically significant
reduction in the rate of disease progression or death as measured by PFS. Median PFS for
CABOMETYX in the Independent Review Committee (IRC) assessment was 8.6 months versus
5.3 months for sunitinib (HR=0.48, 95% CI, p=0.0008).viii The most common adverse reactions
in ≥ 10% of CABOMETYXTM treated patients were diarrhea, hypertension, fatigue and increased
levels of aspartate aminotransferase.ix
About CABOMETYXTM (cabozantinib)
CABOMETYXTM is the first multi-targeted tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) to target VEGFR, MET
and AXL pathways that are involved in tumour progression in RCC. It works by blocking the
action of proteins called receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs). RTKs are involved in cell growth and
the development of new blood vessels. These proteins can be present in high amounts in
cancer cells. By blocking their action, CABOMETYXTM can slow down how fast the tumour
grows, help to block the blood supply that the cancer needs and may increase the length of time
before the cancer gets worse.x
Following a priority review by Health Canada, CABOMETYXTM was first approved in Canada in
September 2018 for the treatment of adult patients with aRCC who had received prior VEGFtargeted therapy.xi
About Ipsen
Ipsen Biopharmaceuticals Canada Inc., the Canadian affiliate of Ipsen, is headquartered in
Mississauga, Ontario with established operations since October 2015. For more information on
Ipsen Biopharmaceuticals Canada Inc. visit www.ipsen.ca. Ipsen is a global specialty-driven
biopharmaceutical group focused on innovation and specialty care. The group develops and
commercializes innovative medicines in three key therapeutic areas – Oncology, Neuroscience
and Rare Diseases. Its commitment to Oncology is exemplified through its growing portfolio of
key therapies for prostate cancer, neuroendocrine tumors, renal cell carcinoma and pancreatic
cancer. Ipsen’s R&D is focused on its innovative and differentiated technological platforms
located in the heart of the leading biotechnological and life sciences hubs (Paris-Saclay, France;
Oxford, UK; Cambridge, US). The Group has about 5,700 employees worldwide. Ipsen is listed
in Paris (Euronext: IPN) and in the United States through a Sponsored Level I American
Depositary Receipt program (ADR: IPSEY). For more information on Ipsen, visit
www.ipsen.com.
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